**Train the Trainer Track** - Curriculum development professionals are working overtime reshaping our industry’s top 10 presentations and crafting instructor manuals. These new tools will provide our industry’s sales, production, marketing and engineer personnel with the proper tools to deliver more presentations in their market. Every attendee walks away with a new presentation and instructor manual for every class attended.

**Sales/Engineering Track** – This combined track brings our industry’s sales, technical marketing and engineering personnel together for a collaborative experience that will challenge everyone’s comfort zone. Take a moment and learn something new, whether you are a design engineer being exposed to effective technical marketing techniques or a salesperson learning an engineer design technique that can be used during your next sales call.

**Quality/Basic Production Track** – The Quality/Basic Production track constitutes the foundation of the concrete pipe industry. Starting from raw materials like cement, aggregates, and admixtures, this track takes you through reinforcement, mix design, concrete production, and curing, and ends with testing and finished products’ evaluation. By understanding and following the QA/QC procedures presented in this track, you will be able to increase your success by producing high quality products. This track is an option for any QCast certified plant to have accredited personnel at the plant during all production stages, as well as for anyone that wants to get educated on the principles of the precast product production.

**Advanced Production & Plant Management Tracks** – As part of the ACPA Production Certification Program, the tracks offered this year focus on all aspects of Drycast Production, Safety, Operations Management and Performance Management. Upon completing each course including a short exam, the student will earn a certificate of completion and will become that much closer to being recognized as an ACPA Production Journeyman. Whether going for certification, or just looking to expand one’s knowledge and understanding of best production practices, safety, management and leadership, discussing real issues and real solutions with the best teachers in the industry.

**Transportation Track** – This popular track returns for its second year. This track provides a forum for DOT and Public Agency professionals from across the country to collaborate, sharing best practices and innovations that stretch their budgets, while taking care of their citizens transportation needs. This year’s Transportation Track, which addresses research, asset management, resiliency, innovation, workforce development and design. Instructors from twelve different State DOTs, the City of Austin and the University of Virginia Center for Transportation Studies, will present at this Transportation Track.